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Prior research suggests that older adults are less likely than young
adults to use effective learning strategies during intentional
encoding. This functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI) study
investigated whether training older adults to use semantic encoding
strategies can increase their self-initiated use of these strategies
and improve their recognition memory. The effects of training on
older adults’ brain activity during intentional encoding were also
examined. Training increased older adults’ self-initiated semantic
encoding strategy use and eliminated pretraining age differences in
recognition memory following intentional encoding. Training also
increased older adults’ brain activity in the medial superior frontal
gyrus, right precentral gyrus, and left caudate during intentional
encoding. In addition, older adults’ training-related changes in
recognition memory were strongly correlated with training-related
changes in brain activity in prefrontal and left lateral temporal
regions associated with semantic processing and self-initiated
verbal encoding strategy use in young adults. These neuroimaging
results demonstrate that semantic encoding strategy training can
alter older adults’ brain activity patterns during intentional encoding
and suggest that young and older adults may use the same network
of brain regions to support self-initiated use of verbal encoding
strategies.
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Introduction

Episodic memory is one of the cognitive domains most affected

by aging (for reviews, see Kausler 1994; Balota et al. 2000;

Jacoby and Rhodes 2006). Older adults’ ability to recognize and

recall studied information is impaired relative to young adults’

when they are instructed to memorize information but are not

explicitly told how to do so (i.e., intentional encoding) (Sanders

et al. 1980; Hultsch et al. 1990; Witte et al. 1990; Logan et al.

2002). Age-related changes in self-initiated encoding strategy

use, potentially resulting from age-related changes in frontal

structure and function, may play an important role in these

memory impairments. The present study investigated whether

training older adults to use semantic encoding strategies can

increase their self-initiated use of these strategies and improve

their recognition memory. The ability of semantic encoding

strategy training to increase older adults’ brain activity in

prefrontal and temporal regions thought to support self-

initiated verbal encoding strategy use in young adults was also

examined.

Young and older adults who report using complex elabora-

tive encoding strategies (e.g., sentence generation or visual

imagery formation) have better memory for studied informa-

tion than those who report using relatively simple encoding

strategies (e.g., rote repetition or concentration) (Martin et al.

1965; Geiselman et al. 1982; Camp et al. 1983; Hertzog et al.

1998, 2010). According to the production deficiency hypoth-

esis, older adults are less likely than young adults to self-initiate

elaborative encoding strategies in learning situations with

minimal environmental support such as intentional encoding

(Craik and Byrd 1982; Perlmutter and Mitchell 1982).

Consistent with this hypothesis, older adults are more likely

than young adults to report not using any strategies during

intentional encoding (Rowe and Schnore 1971; Devolder and

Pressley 1992; Perfect and Dasgupta 1997). When older adults

do report using strategies to intentionally encode new

information, age differences in self-initiated encoding strategy

use still emerge. For example, older adults are less likely than

young adults to use elaborative strategies to intentionally

encode verbal stimuli (Verhaeghen and Marcoen 1994; Hertzog

et al. 1998; Naveh-Benjamin et al. 2007; Hertzog et al. 2010).

The results of structural equation modeling studies investigat-

ing the relationships among age, self-initiated encoding strategy

use, and memory performance suggest that age-related changes

in self-initiated encoding strategy use partially mediate age-

related changes in episodic memory (Verhaeghen and Marcoen

1994; Hertzog et al. 1998). Thus, prior research suggests that

older adults are less likely than young adults to spontaneously

use effective encoding strategies during intentional encoding

and that this less frequent use of effective encoding strategies

contributes to older adults’ episodic memory impairments.

Older adults’ less frequent self-initiated use of effective

encoding strategies may be driven, at least in part, by age-related

changes in frontal structure and function. Individuals with frontal

lobe lesions due to infarctions, hemorrhages, tumor resections,

arteriovenous malformation resections, or traumatic brain

injuries use elaborative encoding strategies during intentional

encoding less frequently than healthy age-matched controls

(Gershberg and Shimamura 1995; Hildebrandt et al. 1998; Baldo

et al. 2002; Alexander et al. 2009). However, individuals with

frontal lobe lesions can effectively use elaborative encoding

strategies when they are explicitly instructed to do so (Hirst and

Volpe 1988), suggesting that the frontal lobes play a central role

in supporting self-initiated use of elaborative encoding strategies.

Structural neuroimaging studies have revealed that the frontal

lobes are particularly vulnerable to structural damage in older

adults (for reviews, see Raz and Rodrigue 2006; Gunning-Dixon

et al. 2009). Older adults have also been shown to have less

activity than young adults in left inferior prefrontal regions

associated with self-initiated verbal encoding strategy use during

intentional encoding (Logan et al. 2002; Kirchhoff and Buckner

2006).

Importantly, prior research has suggested that instructing

and training older adults to use elaborative semantic encoding

strategies can improve their memory performance. Older
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adults who are instructed to use semantic strategies while

attempting to memorize verbal stimuli use these strategies

more frequently than uninstructed older adults (Hulicka and

Grossman 1967; Schmitt et al. 1981; Naveh-Benjamin et al.

2007) and are also better able to subsequently recognize verbal

stimuli than uninstructed older adults (Naveh-Benjamin et al.

2007). Studies that have trained older adults to use categori-

zation or narrative story encoding strategies have found that

these strategies can improve older adults’ ability to recall

studied words more than placebo training (Hill et al. 1990,

1991). However, older adults in these studies were explicitly

told to use the trained strategies during the posttraining

memory tests. Therefore, it is unknown whether semantic

encoding strategy training can increase older adults’ self-

initiated use of semantic encoding strategies and improve their

recognition memory following unsupported intentional encod-

ing, which are necessary for semantic encoding strategy

training to be able to improve older adults’ memory functioning

in everyday life.

Currently, little is known about the impact that episodic

memory cognitive training protocols have older adults’ brain

structure and function. Prior studies that have examined the

effects of episodic memory strategy training on older adults’

brain structure and function have trained older adults to use

the method of loci mnemonic (Bower 1970) to encode and

retrieve serial words lists. This mnemonic requires individuals

to visualize a series of familiar locations. Each studied item is

then visualized in one of the locations. During retrieval, studied

items are recalled by mentally walking through the sequence of

locations and retrieving images of the studied items. Engvig

et al. (2010) recently reported that relative to age-matched no

training controls, middle-aged and older adults who partici-

pated in an 8 week method of loci training program exhibited

increases in cortical thickness in the right orbitofrontal gyrus,

insula, and fusiform gyrus. In addition, training-related changes

in participants’ ability to remember the presentation order of

studied words were positively correlated with training-related

changes in cortical thickness in the right orbitofrontal and

fusiform gyri. These results suggest that several weeks of

memory strategy training may be able to slow age-related

reductions in brain volume and thus age-related cognitive

decline. Valenzuela et al. (2003) found that 5 weeks of method

of loci training increased older adults’ creatine and choline

signals in the hippocampus in a magnetic resonance spectros-

copy study, suggesting that several weeks of memory strategy

training may also be able to alter older adults’ regional

neurochemistry. To date, only one functional neuroimaging

study has directly examined the effects of strategy training on

older adults’ brain activity patterns during encoding of episodic

memories (Nyberg et al. 2003). In this study, older adults’ brain

activity was assessed using positron emission tomography

during unsupported intentional encoding before in-scanner

method of loci training and immediately after training when

they were specifically instructed to use the method of loci

mnemonic to encode words. Older adults who had improve-

ments in their memory performance as a result of training had

greater activity after relative to before training in occipitopar-

ietal cortex. In contrast, older adults who did not have

improvements in their memory performance as a result of

training did not have any training-related changes in brain

activity patterns. These results suggest that short-duration

memory strategy training can alter older adults’ brain activity

patterns during encoding when training increases their use of

elaborative encoding strategies and they are able to effectively

implement the trained encoding strategies. Medial superior

frontal, left middle and inferior frontal, bilateral orbitofrontal,

and left lateral temporal regions are active the most consis-

tently in neuroimaging studies that have investigated the neural

correlates of self-initiated, instructed, and trained use of verbal

encoding strategies in young adults (Savage et al. 2001;

Kirchhoff and Buckner 2006; Miotto et al. 2006; Matsui et al.

2008; for a review, see Kirchhoff et al. forthcoming). These

findings suggest that these regions may support self-initiated

use of verbal encoding strategies in young adults. In the present

study, we examined whether training older adults to use

semantic encoding strategies increases their brain activity in

these regions to gain a greater understanding of the effects of

episodic memory training on older adults’ brain activity

patterns during encoding.

In summary, the primary goals of the present study were 1)

to investigate whether semantic encoding strategy training can

increase older adults’ self-initiated use of semantic encoding

strategies and thereby improve their recognition memory

following intentional encoding and 2) to investigate the effects

of semantic encoding strategy training on older adults’ brain

activity during intentional encoding. To accomplish these

goals, older adults’ self-initiated encoding strategy use, recog-

nition memory performance, and brain activity during in-

tentional encoding were examined before and after they were

trained to use pleasantness, personal relevance, and sentence

generation semantic encoding strategies (Fig. 1). We hypoth-

esized that semantic encoding strategy training would increase

older adults’ self-initiated use of semantic encoding strategies

and improve their recognition memory. We also hypothesized

that semantic encoding strategy training would increase older

adults’ brain activity in medial superior frontal, left middle and

inferior frontal, bilateral orbitofrontal, and left lateral temporal

regions thought to support self-initiated verbal encoding

strategy use in young adults.

Materials and Methods

Participants
Seventeen young adults (mean age 22.8, range 18--33) and 16 older

adults (mean age 71.9, range 66--81) participated in this study.

Participants were recruited from research volunteer pools at Wash-

ington University, and informed consent was provided in accordance

with Washington University’s Human Studies Committee guidelines.

All participants were right-handed native English-speakers, had normal

or corrected-to-normal vision, reported no significant neurological or

psychiatric history and were not taking psychiatric medications or

medications known to influence the blood oxygen level--dependent

(BOLD) hemodynamic response. Older adults were administered the

Short-Blessed (Katzman et al. 1983) to exclude individuals with

dementia (all older adults had < 6 errors; mean 0.8, standard deviation

[SD] 1.0). Older adults were also screened for glaucoma, significant

heart disease, untreated hypertension, diabetes, kidney disease, thyroid

conditions, active cancer, previous chemotherapy treatment, and

alcoholism. Functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI), task

performance, and recognition memory data were not available for

one pretraining encoding scan of the intentional encoding task for one

older adult due to technical difficulties and recognition memory data

were not available for 2 posttraining abstract/concrete task recognition

word lists for one older adult due to fatigue. Task performance and

recognition memory data were excluded from behavioral data analyses

for one encoding scan of the abstract/concrete task for one young

adult due to excessive motion during scanning. Recognition memory
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data from one abstract/concrete task recognition word list for one

young adult were also not included in data analyses due to an excessive

number of trials with no response.

Assessment of Demographic Characteristics, Cognitive Function,
and Memory Control Beliefs (Young and Older Adults)
Young and older adults’ demographic characteristics, cognitive

function, and memory control beliefs were assessed in an experimental

session that occurred within 4 weeks of the pretraining fMRI session

(Table 1). Older adults completed this session before receiving

semantic encoding strategy training. Participants’ age and years of

education were ascertained using a demographics questionnaire.

Participants’ cognitive skills in several domains were assessed, including

their semantic processing resources (vocabulary and similarities

subtests of the Wechsler Adult Intelligence Scale - Third Edition

(WAIS-III), Wechsler 1997), verbal fluency (FAS and animal naming,

Spreen and Strauss 1991), working memory capacity (listening span,

Salthouse and Babcock 1991 and rotation span, Kane et al. 2004),

executive function (Wisconsin Card Sorting Test, Heaton 2003 and

Simon task, Castel et al. 2007), and processing speed (digit symbol

subtest of the WAIS-III, Wechsler 1997). Participants’ scores

for domains with multiple measures were calculated by computing z-

score averages. Memory control beliefs were assessed using the

Memory Controllability Inventory (MCI) (Lachman et al. 1995).

Pretraining fMRI Session (Young and Older Adults)

fMRI Data Acquisition

Scanning was performed using a Siemens 3.0 Tesla Allegra scanner

(Erlangen, Germany). An Apple Power Macintosh G4 computer (Apple,

Cupertino, CA) and PsyScope software (Cohen et al. 1993) controlled the

stimulus display and recorded responses from a magnet-compatible fiber-

optic keypress device interfaced with a PsyScope button box. An LCD

projector displayed stimuli onto a screen at the head of the magnet bore.

Participants viewed the stimuli using a mirror attached to the head coil.

Padding and tape minimized head movement and headphones dampened

scanner noise. High-resolution structural images (1 3 1 3 1.2 mm) were

acquired using a sagittal T1-weighted magnetization prepared rapid

gradient echo (MP-RAGE) sequence (time repetition [TR] = 2.3 s, time

echo [TE] = 2.83 ms, flip angle = 9�, time to inversion [TI] = 900 ms).

Functional images were acquired using T2
*-weighted asymmetric spin-

echo echo-planar sequences sensitive to BOLD contrast. Four functional

scans of 96 whole-brain images (32 4 3 4 3 4 mm contiguous axial slices

acquiredparallel to theAC--PCplane,TR= 2.5 s,TE=25ms, flip angle= 90�)
were collected per participant during encoding. The first 4 images in each

scan were discarded to allow T1 magnetization to stabilize.

Stimuli

Stimuli for the fMRI sessions were 4--7 letter English words, presented

centrally in uppercase letters. Stimulus lists were counterbalanced

across tasks and scanning sessions and were matched for word

frequency, length, and syllable count. Each word list consisted of half

abstract (e.g., love, hope) and half concrete (e.g., table, flower) words.

Figure 1. Design of pretraining and posttraining fMRI sessions and semantic encoding strategy training sessions. During the pretraining fMRI session, young and older adults
performed intentional encoding and abstract/concrete tasks. Their memory for words presented during these tasks was subsequently assessed by Remember/Know/New
recognition memory tests. Young and older adults’ self-initiated encoding strategy use during intentional encoding was measured using an encoding strategy questionnaire. During
2 strategy training sessions, older adults were taught to use 3 semantic encoding strategies to intentionally encode words (pleasantness, personal relevance, and sentence
generation) and were given extensive practice using each of these strategies. They were also given the opportunity to practice using whichever semantic encoding strategy or
combination of semantic encoding strategies that they felt worked best for them at the end of both strategy training sessions. Older adults’ brain activity during encoding,
recognition memory performance, and self-initiated encoding strategy use was also assessed after strategy training in a posttraining fMRI session with the same experimental
procedures as the pretraining fMRI session. YNG 5 young adults, OLD 5 older adults.

Table 1
Demographic characteristics, cognitive function, and memory control beliefs

Young (n 5 17) Old (n 5 16)

Demographic characteristics
Female/male 9/8 8/8
Age**** 22.8 (4.0) 71.9 (4.1)
Education (years) 15.2 (1.9) 14.8 (2.7)

Cognitive function
WAIS-III vocabulary* 54.2 (7.0) 48.9 (8.2)
WAIS-III similarities*** 28.2 (2.0) 24.5 (4.2)
FAS 43.2 (10.4) 38.3 (11.8)
Animal naming*** 24.7 (5.7) 19.3 (2.0)
Listening spana,**** 0.84 (0.08) 0.61 (0.14)c

Rotation spana,**** 0.68 (0.13)d 0.39 (0.18)
WCST categories completed** 5.8 (0.7) 4.1 (2.5)
Simon effectb,*** 62.5 (39.9) 142.3 (90.6)c

WAIS-III digit symbol**** 96.4 (14.3) 66.4 (11.4)
Memory control beliefs

Present ability 5.5 (1.2) 5.5 (0.9)
Potential improvement 5.5 (1.0) 5.1 (0.8)
Effort utility 5.4 (1.1) 5.2 (1.4)
Inevitable decrement 3.5 (1.3) 3.3 (1.3)

Note: Means and SDs (in parentheses) for young and older adults’ demographic characteristics,

scores on assessments of cognitive function, and memory control belief ratings. Independent

sample t-tests were used to examine group differences. WAIS-III, Wechsler Adult Intelligence

Scale - Third Edition; WCST, Wisconsin Card Sorting Test.
aPartial credit unit scoring (Conway et al. 2005).
bIncongruent--congruent trial reaction times.
cn 5 15.
dn 5 16.

*P\ 0.1, **P\ 0.05, ***P\ 0.01, ****P\ 0.001.
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Encoding

Participants performed an intentional encoding task during the first 2

scans of the pretraining fMRI session. Participants were instructed to

study each presented word carefully in anticipation of a later un-

specified memory test. To ensure that they were attending to the

presented words, they were asked to make a right-handed keypress

whenever a word appeared. During the third and fourth scans of the

pretraining fMRI session, participants performed an abstract/concrete

task. Participants decided whether each word represented an abstract

or a concrete entity and made a right-handed keypress to indicate their

decision for each word (for encoding task performance results, see

Supplementary Table S1). During all encoding scans, 3 blocks of fixation

plus signs (30 s) alternated with 2 blocks of words (70 s, 20 words per

block). Therefore, a total of 80 words were presented during each task.

An additional 10 s of fixation was collected at the beginning of every

scan to allow T1 magnetization to stabilize. During word trials, a word

was presented for 3250 ms and was followed by a fixation plus sign

presented for 250 ms.

Retrieval

Immediately following the last encoding scan, participants’ recognition

memory for the words studied during intentional encoding and

presented during the abstract/concrete task was assessed using

Remember/Know/New recognition memory decisions (Tulving 1985;

Gardiner 1988) during 6 additional fMRI scans (fMRI data to be

presented in a subsequent publication). Older adults who needed to be

removed from the scanner before completion of all the recognition

memory scans due to fatigue performed recognition memory decisions

on the remaining word lists on a laptop outside of the scanner. The

retrieval word lists consisted of old word, new word, and fixation plus

sign trials. These trials were presented in pseudorandom order so that

every trial type was equally likely to be preceded and followed by every

other trial type (Buckner et al. 1998). There were a total of 80 old

words from the intentional encoding task, 80 old words from the

abstract/concrete task, and 160 new words presented in these retrieval

word lists. During fixation trials, a plus sign was presented for 3000 ms.

During old and new word trials, individual words were presented for

2775 ms and were followed by fixation plus signs presented for 225 ms.

Participants were instructed to make a Remember response if they

recognized that a word had been encountered during the encoding

scans and were able to consciously recollect aspects of its prior

presentation. They were instructed to make a Know response if they

recognized that a word had been encountered during the encoding

scans but could not consciously recollect aspects of its prior

presentation. They were also instructed to make a New response if

they thought they had not seen the word during the encoding scans.

Participants indicated their responses by pressing keys on a magnet-

compatible fiber-optic keypress device or keyboard.

Strategy Questionnaire

After performing the Remember/Know/New recognition memory

decisions, participants completed a self-initiated encoding strategy

questionnaire outside of the scanner. Participants were asked to rate

how often they used 24 possible encoding strategies during the

intentional encoding scans, including the pleasantness (‘‘Thought about

whether each word was pleasant or unpleasant’’), personal relevance

(‘‘Thought about the personal relevance of each word’’), and sentence

generation (‘‘Constructed phrases, sentences, and/or stories that

contained one studied word’’) strategies that older adults were trained

to use in this study (see below), and how often they used no encoding

strategy (‘‘Read each word but did not use any particular strategy to try

to remember the words’’). Participants rated the frequency of their use

of these strategies using a scale of never, rarely, sometimes, usually, or

always. These ratings were converted into numerical values for

statistical analyses (1 = never, 2 = rarely, 3 = sometimes, 4 = usually,

and 5 = always).

Semantic Encoding Strategy Training (Older Adults Only)
After the pretraining neuroimaging session, older adults completed 2

semantic encoding strategy training sessions (for a detailed protocol

description, see Supplementary Methods). During the first training

session, older adults were taught to use 3 semantic encoding strategies

to memorize studied words. Older adults were taught to decide

whether each presented word was pleasant or unpleasant and to think

about why they felt that way (pleasantness strategy), to think about

how each word was personally relevant to them (personal relevance

strategy), and to form a sentence that contained each presented word

(sentence generation strategy). After older adults were given extensive

practice using each of these semantic encoding strategies, they were

instructed to study additional word lists using whichever semantic

encoding strategy or combination of semantic encoding strategies that

they felt worked best for them. During the second training session,

older adults were given additional practice using each of the semantic

encoding strategies and then were again allowed to choose whichever

semantic encoding strategy or strategies they wanted to use to study

additional word lists. We allowed older adults to choose which

semantic encoding strategy or strategies to practice at the end of the

cognitive training sessions instead of training them to use just one

semantic encoding strategy throughout training because we thought

they would be most likely to self-initiate self-selected semantic

encoding strategy(ies) during the posttraining fMRI session.

Posttraining fMRI Session (Older Adults Only)
The day after the second training session, older adults participated in

a posttraining fMRI scanning session. This session occurred approxi-

mately 2 weeks after the pretraining scan session (range 8--18 days).

The structural and functional scan parameters, encoding and retrieval

task design, and strategy questionnaire were the same for both

scanning sessions, but new lists of words were used for the encoding

and retrieval tasks. Participants were not explicitly told to use the

strategies that they learned in the training sessions during the

posttraining fMRI session, so participants’ brain activity during

performance of the intentional encoding task and strategy use reports

reflect self-initiated encoding strategy use.

Data Analyses

Training-Related Changes in Self-Initiated Encoding Strategy Use and

Memory Performance

To examine age differences in self-initiated encoding strategy use,

young adults’ and older adults’ pretraining and posttraining strategy use

ratings were compared using independent sample t-tests. Paired

sample t-tests were used to examine the effects of training on older

adults’ self-initiated use of encoding strategies. Age-related changes in

recognition memory (Hits--False Alarms, Remember and Know

responses; for d# estimates of recognition memory discrimination,

see Supplementary Results and Supplementary Table S2) and the

effectiveness of semantic encoding strategy training were investigated

using Task (intentional encoding, abstract/concrete) 3 Age (young,

old) and Task (intentional encoding, abstract/concrete) 3 Training

(pre, post) analyses of variance (ANOVAs) and t-tests.

fMRI Data Analysis

fMRI data were preprocessed to remove noise and artifacts

(for method details, see Maccotta et al. 2001). Preprocessing included

adjustment for slice timing differences using ideal sinc interpolation,

correction for odd--even slice intensity differences, mode normaliza-

tion, and motion--correction using a rigid-body rotation and translation

correction. fMRI data were resliced into 3 mm isotropic voxels and

transformed into the stereotaxic atlas space of Talairach and Tournoux

(1988) using a template constructed from 16 young adult and 16 older

adult T1-weighted MP-RAGE scans acquired on the MRI scanner used in

this study (Snyder et al. 2002). Functional data were analyzed using the

general linear model implemented in an in-house analysis and display

package (Miezin et al. 2000). Brain activity during performance of the

intentional encoding and abstract/concrete tasks was modeled as an

extended gamma function (Boynton et al. 1996) and scaled to percent

signal change. Run mean and slope were coded as effects of no interest.

Data were smoothed using a 2 voxel isotropic Gaussian filter.

Functional data were overlaid onto structural images from the
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combined young/older adult anatomical template to facilitate localiza-

tion of significant brain activations.

The Effects of Semantic Encoding Strategy Training on Brain Activity

During Intentional Encoding

The effects of semantic encoding strategy training on brain activity

during intentional encoding were investigated using a whole-brain

voxel-based Task (intentional encoding, abstract/concrete) 3 Training

(pre, post) ANOVA (Monte-Carlo multiple comparison correction,

P < 0.05) to identify brain regions that had training-related changes in

activity during intentional encoding but not during performance of the

abstract/concrete task. An automated algorithm identified activation

peaks in the Task 3 Training interaction functional activation map.

Regions of interest (ROIs) were grown that included all significant

contiguous voxels within 12 mm of an activation peak. Magnitude

estimates of percent signal change during performance of the

intentional encoding and abstract/concrete tasks were calculated by

averaging percent signal change across all voxels within these ROIs.

Paired sample t-tests were then performed using these magnitude

estimates to examine the effects of training on brain activity during the

intentional encoding and abstract/concrete tasks in these ROIs. Young

adults’ and older adults’ pretraining and posttraining brain activity

patterns during intentional encoding and the abstract/concrete task

were also compared in these ROIs using independent sample t-tests.

To investigate the neural correlates of individual differences in older

adults’ ability to benefit from semantic encoding strategy training,

a whole-brain voxel-based Pearson Product Moment correlation

analysis was conducted between older adults’ training-related changes

(posttraining--pretraining) in brain activity during intentional encoding

and training-related changes in recognition memory performance

(Monte-Carlo multiple comparison correction, P < 0.05). An automated

algorithm identified activation peaks in this activation map, and ROIs

were grown that included all significant contiguous voxels within 12

mm of an activation peak. Pearson Product Moment correlation

analyses were performed within these ROIs between magnitude

estimates (percent signal change averaged across all voxels within

these ROIs) of training-related changes in brain activity during

intentional encoding and training-related changes in older adults’

recognition of words studied during intentional encoding to calculate r

values and generate scatter plots.

Results

Semantic Encoding Strategy Training Increased Older
Adults’ Self-Initiated Use of Semantic Encoding Strategies

Prior to training, older adults reported not using encoding

strategies during intentional encoding more frequently than

young adults (t31 = 2.7, P < 0.05) (Fig. 2). There was also a trend

toward older adults using the pleasantness strategy less

frequently than young adults (t31 = –1.8, P < 0.1). Importantly,

training decreased the frequency of older adults’ reports of not

using an encoding strategy (t15 = –2.5, P < 0.05) and increased

older adults’ self-initiated use of the pleasantness (t15 = 2.2, P <

0.05) and personal relevance strategies (t15 = 2.3, P < 0.05).

After training older adults’ ratings of no encoding strategy use

and ratings of use of the pleasantness, personal relevance, and

sentence generation strategies did not significantly differ from

young adults’ (ts < 1, Ps > 0.1).

Semantic Encoding Strategy Training Improved Older
Adults’ Ability to Recognize Intentionally Encoded Words

Before older adults’ training sessions, recognition memory

performance was higher for young than for older adults (F1,31 =
7.6, P < 0.05) and for words presented during the abstract/

concrete task than for words studied during intentional

encoding (F1,31 = 43.8, P < 0.001) (Table 2). No interaction

occurred between task and age (F1,31 = 1.5, P > 0.1). Analyses

of the effects of training on older adults’ recognition

memory revealed a significant Task 3 Training interaction

Figure 2. Semantic encoding strategy training increased older adults’ self-initiated
use of semantic encoding strategies. Young adults’ and older adults’ pretraining and
posttraining ratings of use of (A) no encoding strategy and (B) pleasantness, (C)
personal relevance, and (D) sentence generation strategies during intentional
encoding. Prior to training, older adults reported not using any encoding strategy more
frequently than young adults, and there was a trend toward older adults using the
pleasantness strategy less frequently than young adults. Training significantly
decreased the frequency with which older adults’ reported not using any encoding
strategy. It also increased older adults’ self-initiated use of the pleasantness and
personal relevance strategies. Strategy use ratings: 1 5 never, 2 5 rarely, 3 5
sometimes, 4 5 usually, and 5 5 always; *P\ 0.1, **P\ 0.05.
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(F1,15 = 8.0, P < 0.05). Training improved older adults’ memory

for words studied during intentional encoding (t15 = 6.3, P <

0.001) but not for words from the abstract/concrete task

(t15 = 1.1, P > 0.1). This selective training effect reveals that

older adults’ improvements in recognition memory following

intentional encoding were driven by their being trained to use

semantic encoding strategies and not by practice effects or

performance feedback given during training. Consistent with

this, there was a trend toward a positive correlation between

older adults’ training-related changes in self-initiated use of

the sentence generation strategy and recognition memory

following intentional encoding (see Supplementary Results).

Analyses of the effects of training on older adults’ recognition

memory also revealed that recognition of words from the

abstract/concrete task was greater than recognition of words

studied during intentional encoding before (t15 = –4.5, P <

0.001) but not after training (t15 = 0.4, P > 0.1). Following

older adults’ strategy training, there was a significant Task 3

Age interaction (F1,31 = 12.8, P < 0.01). While older adults

continued to recognize fewer words from the abstract/

concrete task than young adults (t31 = –2.1, P < 0.05), age

differences in recognition of words studied during intentional

encoding were eliminated (t31 = 0.7, P > 0.1).

To further characterize the effects of semantic encoding

strategy training on older adults’ recognition memory, the

effects of training on Remember and Know responses were

examined (see Supplementary Results and Supplementary

Table S3). The results of those analyses suggest that training

selectively improved older adults’ ability to consciously

recollect words studied during intentional encoding as

assessed by training-related changes in their Remember

responses.

Exploratory analyses of the contributions of individual

differences in older adults’ age, education, cognitive function,

and memory control beliefs to individual differences in their

ability to benefit from semantic encoding strategy training were

also conducted (see Supplementary Results and Supplementary

Table S4). The results of those analyses suggest that individual

differences in older adults’ semantic processing resources,

executive function, and memory control beliefs may play an

important role in individual differences in their ability to

benefit from training.

Semantic Encoding Strategy Training Increased Older
Adults’ Brain Activity During Intentional Encoding in the
Frontal Lobes and the Left Caudate

A whole-brain voxel-based Task (intentional encoding, ab-

stract/concrete) 3 Training (pre, post) ANOVA was conducted

to examine the effects of semantic encoding strategy training

on older adults’ brain activity during intentional encoding. Five

regions, including the medial superior frontal gyrus (Brod-

mann’s area [BA] 6; –7, 2, 64), left middle frontal gyrus (BA

6; –36, 1, 60), left posterior inferior frontal gyrus (BA 6/44; –39,

3, 29), right precentral gyrus (BA 6; 47, –8, 42), and left caudate

(–12, 8, 19) had significant Task 3 Training interactions (Fig. 3).

Training significantly increased older adults’ brain activity

during intentional encoding in the medial superior frontal

gyrus (t15 = 4.3, P < 0.01), right precentral gyrus (t15 = 2.6, P <

0.05), and left caudate (t15 = 3.1, P < 0.01). There were also

trends toward greater activity after than before training in the

left middle frontal (t15 = 2.0, P < 0.07) and posterior inferior

frontal gyri (t15 = 2.1, P < 0.06). In contrast, there were no

significant training-related changes in activity during perfor-

mance of the abstract/concrete task in the medial superior

frontal (t15 = –0.2, P > 0.1), left middle frontal (t15 = –1.1, P >

0.1), left posterior inferior frontal (t15 = –1.7, P > 0.1), and right

precentral gyri (t15 = –1.2, P > 0.1) and training decreased

activity during performance of the abstract/concrete task in

the left caudate (t15 = –2.4, P < 0.05). These selective increases

in brain activity during intentional encoding strongly suggest

that increases in activity during intentional encoding after

relative to before training in these regions are due to semantic

encoding strategy training and not to changes in scanner signal

across scanning sessions, task practice effects, or performance

feedback during training.

Young adults’ and older adults’ pretraining and posttraining

brain activity patterns during intentional encoding and

performance of the abstract/concrete task were also compared

in the regions with significant Task 3 Training interactions. In

this study, older adults were considered to have ‘‘overactivated’’

a brain region whenever they had greater activity within a brain

region during encoding than young adults. Prior to training,

older adults overactivated the left middle frontal (t31 = 2.1, P <

0.05), left posterior inferior frontal (t31 = 2.8, P < 0.01), and

right precentral (t31 = 3.9, P < 0.01) gyri during intentional

encoding (Fig. 3). There was also a trend toward older adults

having greater brain activity than young adults in the medial

superior frontal gyrus (t31 = 1.9, P < 0.07). After training, older

adults overactivated all 5 regions with significant Task 3

Training interactions (medial superior frontal gyrus: t31 = 4.4,

P < 0.001; left middle frontal gyrus: t20 = 2.5, P < 0.05; left

posterior inferior frontal gyrus: t31 = 4.2, P < 0.001; right

precentral gyrus: t31 = 5.5, P < 0.001; left caudate: t22 = 3.3, P <

0.01). During the abstract/concrete task, older adults over-

activated the left middle frontal gyrus (t31 = 3.7, P < 0.01), right

precentral gyrus (t31 = 5.8, P < 0.001), and left caudate (t31 =3.5,
P < 0.01) before training. There was also a trend toward older

adults having greater brain activity than young adults in the

medial superior frontal gyrus (t31 = 2.0, P < 0.06). Older adults

continued to overactivate the left middle frontal (t31 = 2.4, P <

Table 2
Recognition memory performance for young adults and older adults before and after semantic encoding strategy training

Intentional encoding Abstract/concrete

Hits FA Hits--FA Hits FA Hits--FA

Young (n 5 17) 0.66 (0.16) 0.27 (0.14) 0.40 (0.18) 0.87 (0.12) 0.29 (0.16) 0.58 (0.19)
Old pretraining (n 5 16) 0.60 (0.16) 0.34 (0.21) 0.26 (0.16) 0.75 (0.16) 0.36 (0.21) 0.39 (0.19)
Old posttraining (n 5 16) 0.76 (0.20) 0.31 (0.19) 0.45 (0.25) 0.73 (0.21) 0.30 (0.18) 0.43 (0.20)

Note: Means and SDs (in parentheses) for recognition memory performance. Hits 5 proportion of old words receiving Remember or Know responses, False Alarms (FA) 5 proportion of new words

receiving Remember or Know responses.
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0.05) and right precentral (t31 = 5.8, P < 0.001) gyri following

training. This pattern of results demonstrates that older adults

overactivated prefrontal cortex during both encoding tasks

before training when their subsequent recognition memory

was worse than young adults’ and continued to overactivate

prefrontal cortex during intentional encoding after training

when their subsequent recognition memory no longer differed

from young adults’.

Older Adults’ Training-Related Changes in Recognition
Memory and Brain Activity Were Strongly Correlated in
Prefrontal and Left Lateral Temporal Cortex

The neural correlates of individual differences in older adults’

ability to benefit from semantic encoding strategy training

were investigated using a whole-brain voxel-based Pearson

Product Moment correlation analysis. Strong positive correla-

tions were found between training-related changes in

recognition memory and brain activity during intentional

encoding in the medial superior frontal (BA 6; –6, –12, 64), left

middle frontal/precentral (BA 6; –41, 1, 55), left dorsal

posterior inferior frontal (6/44/9; –46, 7, 35), left ventral

posterior inferior frontal (BA 44; –47, 6, 6), left anterior

inferior frontal (BA 45; –36, 21, 8), left middle/superior

temporal (BA 21/22; –53, –39, –5), and right postcentral gyri

(BA 3/1/2; 38, –28, 43) (Fig. 4). In these regions, individuals

who had the greatest training-related improvements in

recognition memory had the greatest training-related

increases in brain activity during intentional encoding. Older

adults’ training-related changes in brain activity during

intentional encoding were also correlated with their semantic

processing resources, executive function, memory control

beliefs, and/or training-related changes in self-initiated use of

the sentence generation encoding strategy in these regions

(see Supplementary Results and Supplementary Table S5).

Discussion

In this study, semantic encoding strategy training increased

older adults’ self-initiated use of semantic encoding strategies

and substantially improved their ability to recognize words

following intentional encoding. Training increased older adults’

mean brain activity in the medial superior frontal gyrus, right

precentral gyrus, and left caudate during intentional encoding.

Training-related changes in recognition memory were also

strongly positively correlated with training-related changes in

brain activity in prefrontal and left lateral temporal regions

engaged by young adults during semantic processing and/or

self-initiated use of verbal encoding strategies. The implications

of these results are discussed below.

Cognitive Training Can Increase Older Adults’
Self-Initiated Use of Semantic Encoding Strategies

Semantic encoding strategy training decreased the frequency

of older adults’ reports of not using any encoding strategy

during intentional encoding and increased the frequency of

their use of personal relevance and pleasantness strategies.

Critically, these results demonstrate that semantic encoding

strategy training can alter older adults’ self-initiated strategic

behavior in an experimental setting. These findings are

encouraging because they suggest that semantic encoding

strategy training could have a lasting impact on older adults’

memory performance. Future research is needed to determine

how long these training effects can be maintained and

whether semantic encoding strategy training can lead to

improvements in older adults’ real world memory function.

Figure 3. Semantic encoding strategy training increased brain activity during
intentional encoding in the frontal lobes and left caudate. (A) Medial superior frontal,
(B) left middle frontal, (C) left posterior inferior frontal, (D) right precentral, and (E) left
caudate regions with significant Task (intentional encoding, abstract/concrete) 3
Training (pre, post) brain activity interactions (Monte-Carlo multiple comparison
corrected, P\ 0.05). Semantic encoding strategy training selectively increased older
adults’ brain activity during intentional encoding in these regions. Int Enc 5
intentional encoding task, Abs/Con 5 abstract/concrete task, YNG 5 young adults,
O PRE 5 older adults pretraining, O POST 5 older adults posttraining.
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Semantic Encoding Strategy Training Can Improve Older
Adults’ Recognition of Intentionally Encoded Words

Semantic encoding strategy training significantly improved

older adults’ ability to recognize intentionally encoded words,

and after training older adults’ ability to recognize intentionally

encoded words no longer differed from that of young adults. To

begin to assess the mechanisms of these training-related

changes in older adults’ memory performance, we examined

the effects of training on older adults’ ability to recognize

words based on conscious recollection versus feelings of

familiarity (see Supplementary Results and Supplementary

Table S3). Older adults have greater impairments in the ability

to consciously recollect previously encountered information

than in the ability to recognize it based on a feeling of

familiarity (Craik and Jennings 1992; Hay and Jacoby 1999;

Jacoby et al. 2001). For example, Perfect and Dasgupta (1997)

Figure 4. Neural correlates of individual differences in older adults’ ability to benefit from semantic encoding strategy training. Older adults’ training-related changes
(posttraining--pretraining) in recognition memory and brain activity during intentional encoding were strongly correlated in the (A) medial superior frontal, (B) left middle frontal/
precentral, (C) left dorsal posterior inferior frontal, (D) left ventral posterior inferior frontal, (E) left anterior inferior frontal, (F) left middle/superior temporal, and (G) right
postcentral gyri (Monte-Carlo multiple comparison corrected, P\ 0.05).
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found that older adults were less likely to recollect words and

pseudowords studied during intentional encoding than young

adults, but their ability to recognize words and pseudowords

based on feelings of familiarity did not differ from young adults.

Older adults were also less likely to use elaborative strategies to

encode pseudowords than young adults in their study.

However, when age differences in self-initiated encoding

strategy use were controlled by comparing young and older

adults’ memory for words and pseudowords that were encoded

with elaborative strategies, there were no longer significant age

differences in recollection. This pattern of results suggests that

age-related changes in self-initiated encoding strategy use make

an important contribution to age-related changes in recollec-

tion. Consistent with this proposal, semantic encoding strategy

training selectively increased older adults’ corrected Remem-

ber responses and eliminated pretraining age differences in

corrected Remember responses for words studied during

intentional encoding in the present study. Semantic encoding

strategy training likely improves older adults’ recollection by

facilitating their ability to form detailed and distinctive memory

traces during encoding, which they are subsequently able to

recollect during memory retrieval.

Effects of Semantic Encoding Strategy Training on Older
Adults’ Brain Activity During Intentional Encoding

Semantic encoding strategy training increasedolder adults’mean

brain activity during intentional encoding in the medial superior

frontal gyrus, right precentral gyrus, and left caudate. Individual

differences in older adults’ ability to benefit from training were

also associated with individual differences in their training-

related changes in brain activity during intentional encoding in

prefrontal, right postcentral, and left lateral temporal regions.

These individual difference analyses focused on the combination

of Remember and Know Hits--False Alarms. Theoretically, one

might have expected the results to be strongest for Remember

responses alone, as these were most impaired in older adults

before training. However, we found stronger relationships

between training-related changes in performance and brain

activity for overall recognitionmemory performance rather than

for Remember responses alone. We did find that many of the

same brain regions identified in the overall recognition memory

analysis also showed positive correlations between training-

related changes in Remember Hits--False Alarms and brain

activity. However, the magnitude of these correlations was

smaller. One possible explanation for the weaker correlations

between training-related changes in Remember Hits--False

Alarms and brain activity during intentional encoding is that

there were substantially fewer Hit and False Alarm trials for

Remember responses than for Remember and Know responses

combined, especially before training.

Finding that semantic encoding strategy training can alter

older adults’ brain activity in prefrontal cortex is encouraging

because it suggests that cognitive training could be an effective

treatment for the age-related changes in prefrontal function that

are reflected in age differences in brain activity during episodic

memory encoding and retrieval (for reviews, see Cabeza 2002;

Rajah and D’Esposito 2005; Reuter-Lorenz and Lustig 2005;

Persson and Nyberg 2006; Spreng et al. 2010). However, the

results of this study also suggest that some age-related changes in

brain activity in older adults may be resistant to cognitive

training-based treatments. Before training, older adults over-

activated the left middle frontal, left posterior inferior frontal,

and right precentral gyri during intentional encoding, and there

was also a trend toward overactivation in the medial superior

frontal gyrus. The pretraining overactivation of these regions

may reflect the recruitment of additional neural resources to

compensate for inefficient cognitive processing within these

regions or regions functionally connected to them due to age-

related changes in brain structure or neurochemistry (Reuter-

Lorenz and Cappell 2008). Following training, older adults

continued to overactivate these regions during intentional

encoding when their memory performance no longer differed

from young adults’. Therefore, training increased older adults’

self-initiated recruitment of these regions but was not able to

improve processing efficiency in these regions. An important

future research direction would be to examine the effects of

semantic strategy training on young and older adults’ brain

activity patterns during encoding within the same research

study. The current study provided training only to older adults.

Thus, we do not know whether the changes in brain activity

following trainingwere unique to older adults orwould also have

occurred in young adults. The results of this study combined

with a prior semantic encoding strategy training study in young-

andmiddle-aged adults (Miotto et al. 2006) suggest that semantic

encoding strategy training can increase brain activity in pre-

frontal cortex across the life span. However, little is currently

known regarding whether prefrontal cortical plasticity

increases, decreases, or remains the same as we age.

Prior research suggests thatmedial superior frontal, left middle

and inferior frontal, bilateral orbitofrontal, and left lateral temporal

regions may support young adults’ self-initiated use of verbal

encoding strategies (Savage et al. 2001; Kirchhoff and Buckner

2006; Miotto et al. 2006; Matsui et al. 2008). The results of this

study suggest that this same network of brain regions may also

support older adults’ self-initiated use of verbal encoding

strategies. Specifically, semantic encoding strategy training

significantly increased older adults’ mean brain activity during

intentional encoding in the medial superior frontal gyrus, and

there were trends toward significant increases in the left middle

and posterior inferior frontal gyri. Further, older adults’ ability to

benefit from semantic encoding strategy training was strongly

correlatedwith training-related changes in brain activity inmedial

superior frontal, leftmiddle frontal/precentral, left inferior frontal,

and left lateral temporal cortex. There was also a positive

correlation between older adults’ training-related changes in

self-initiated use of the sentence generation strategy and training-

related changes in brain activity in the left middle frontal/

precentral gyrus and trends toward positive correlations in the

medial superior and left inferior frontal gyri. We did not find

training-related changes in brain activity in orbitofrontal cortex in

this study. However, this region is difficult to imagewith fMRI due

to susceptibility artifacts (Ojemannet al. 1997).Thus,wemayhave

not have found training effects in orbitofrontal cortex due to low

signal in this region.

Semantic encoding strategy training also significantly in-

creased older adults’ mean brain activity during intentional

encoding in the right precentral gyrus, which was overactivated

by older adults during both encoding tasks before and after

training. Older adults’ overactivation of this region is consistent

with prior research demonstrating more bilateral activation

patterns in frontal cortex in older than in young adults during

performance of cognitive tasks (Reuter-Lorenz et al. 2000; Logan

et al. 2002; Cabeza 2002). Frontal cortex in the vicinity of the
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right posterior inferior frontal gyrus and precentral gyrus is

preferentially engaged during encoding of visual versus verbal

stimuli in young adults (Kelley et al. 1998; Wagner et al. 1998;

Kirchhoff et al. 2000). In addition, significant correlations

between young adults’ brain activity in right posterior inferior

prefrontal cortex and their self-initiated visual encoding strategy

use have been reported (Kirchhoff and Buckner 2006).

Therefore, older adults’ overactivation of the right precentral

gyrus before training could reflect greater visualization of word

meaning by older than by young adults and training-related

increases in brain activity during intentional encoding in this

region could reflect an increase in older adults’ visualization of

word meaning following training. Alternatively, increased

activity in the right precentral gyrus in older adults after relative

to before training could indicate that older adults recruited this

region to support self-initiated processing of word meaning per

se, and therefore that the neural correlates of self-initiated verbal

encoding strategy use are altered in older adults. Single session

functional neuroimaging studies of verbal memory encoding

have reported greater activation in right frontal cortex in older

adults with good memory performance relative to older adults

with poor memory performance (Rosen et al. 2002) and greater

reliance on right frontal regions for successful encoding in older

adults than in young adults (Morcom et al. 2003; Dennis et al.

2007). These findings suggest that the relative overactivation of

right frontal cortex by older adults during verbal processing

compensates for age-related changes in brain structure and

supports older adults’ cognitive function (Reuter-Lorenz et al.

2000; Cabeza 2002). The training-related increases inmean brain

activity in the right precentral gyrus in this study are consistent

with this compensation view of right frontal overactivation in

older adults. Interestingly, semantic categorization strategy

training has been shown to increase brain activity in the right

middle and inferior frontal gyri in young- and middle-aged adults

(Miotto et al. 2006). This suggests that semantic strategy training

results in bilateral increases in brain activity in frontal cortex

regardless of age. Future research is needed to elucidate the

specific role of right posterior inferior frontal/precentral cortex

in self-initiated encoding strategy use in older adults, and the

factors that contribute its overactivation by older adults.

Older Adults’ Semantic Processing Resources, Executive
Function, and Memory Control Beliefs Influence Their
Ability to Benefit from Semantic Encoding Strategy
Training

Exploratory analyses of individual differences in older adults’

ability to benefit from semantic encoding strategy training

revealed that older adults’ semantic processing resources,

executive function, and memory control beliefs contributed to

their training-related changes in recognition memory and brain

activity in prefrontal cortex (see Supplementary Results and

Supplementary Tables S4 and S5). Older adults’ scores on

assessments of semantic processing resources and executive

function were positively correlated with their training-related

changes in recognitionmemory, demonstrating that older adults

with the greatest semantic processing resources and executive

function capabilities are the most likely to benefit from semantic

encoding strategy training. These associations indicate that older

adults with the highest scores on assessments of semantic

processing resources and executive function may have had the

largest training-related increases in self-initiated use of semantic

encoding strategies and/or were able to implement the trained

strategies most effectively. Consistent with these possibilities,

older adults’ semantic processing and executive function scores

were positively correlated with their training-related changes in

brain activity in regions previously shown to be engaged during

semantic processing by young andolder adults (Logan et al. 2002;

Daselaar et al. 2003) and/or engaged during self-initiated verbal

encoding strategy use by young adults (Kirchhoff and Buckner

2006).

Older adults’ scores on the Effort Utility and Inevitable

Decrement subscales of the MCI were negatively correlated

with their training-related changes in recognition memory,

demonstrating that older adults’ perceptions of their ability to

control their memory influence their ability to benefit from

semantic encoding strategy training. The negative correlations

between older adults’ ratings on these subscales and their

training-related changes in memory performance reveal that

older adults who are least likely to endorse a ‘‘use it or lose it’’

theory of memory performance and the belief that their

memory will inevitably get worse as they get older prior to

semantic encoding strategy training are the most likely to

benefit from training. A possible explanation for this pattern of

results is that older adults who are least likely to endorse these

theories prior to semantic encoding strategy training are the

most likely to increase their self-initiated semantic encoding

strategy use as a result of semantic encoding strategy training.

Consistent with this possibility, older adults’ scores on the

Effort Utility and Inevitable Decrement subscales of the MCI

were negatively correlated with their training-related changes

in brain activity in prefrontal and left lateral temporal regions

previously shown to be engaged during semantic processing by

young and older adults (Logan et al. 2002; Daselaar et al. 2003)

and/or engaged during self-initiated verbal encoding strategy

use by young adults (Kirchhoff and Buckner 2006). Prior

research has also shown that self-initiated encoding strategy

use at least partially mediates positive associations between

memory control beliefs and free recall in older adults (Hertzog

et al. 1998; Lachman and Andreoletti 2006). The results of this

study extend these findings by suggesting that individual

differences in training-related changes in self-initiated semantic

encoding strategy use can at least partially mediate positive

associations between older adults’ memory control beliefs and

training-related changes in recognition memory. The significant

correlations among memory control beliefs and training-related

changes in memory performance and brain activity in this study

also suggest that including procedures designed to strengthen

older adults’ beliefs that they have control over their memory

in cognitive training protocols could enhance the effectiveness

of training.
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